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On 2 A~,ust

B4CKGROUND
;-

, 1964 USS HADDOX (DD 731) was attaeked by North Vietnamese

PT boats in international waters in the Gulf of TONKIN, while conducting
a surveillance and intelligence (DESOTO) patrol.
place in daylight bours.

Tbe torpedo attack took

HADDOX successfully evaded the torpedoes. and

drove off or sank the attacking craft.
Two days later, on the night of 4 August, HADDOX and TUlUIER _ JOY (DD 951)
had completed a stmilar patrol in international waters in the Gulf of
TONKIN, off the coast of North Viet-Nam.

While retiring to the center of

the Gulf to their night steamiug area, they were attacked by PT boats in
the darkness.

A two bour ruJDliug battle ensued. during which MADDOX and

TURNER JOy evaded torpedoes, and are believed to have sunk three attacking
craft.
Following this second unprovoked attack in international waters,

~he

President ordered the SEVENTH Fleet to "reply." by conducting air strikes
against certain DRV PT boat bases and their aSSOCiated supporting facilities.
Tbe strikes (PIERCE AIUWW) were carried out by aircraft fftlm the USS
CONSTELLATION (CVA 64) am the USS TICONDEROGA (CVA 14) on 5 September 1964.
Numerous DRV PT bOf'S and SWATOWS were sunk or aamaged. and the POL stowed
at VlNH was 901 destroyed.
Followiug the engag_nt involviug MADDOX and TUlUIER JOY on the night
of 4 August. no further DESOTO patrol activity took place in the Gulf of
TONKIN until 17 September, 1964.

On

that date the USS EDWARDS (DD 950)

and the USS MORTON (DD 94S), with COMDESDIV 52 (CTU 770606) embarked in'
MORTON, conducted, in company, an uneventful DESOTO patrol in the Gulf off
the coast of North Viet-Nam, returning to an area in the South central
portion of the Gulf during the nighto

The patrol alo~ the coast (about

12 miles off shore and paralleling the coast line) resumed on the morning
of IS September, and was completed without event by nightfall o The two
destroyers then proceeded on a Scuth Easterly course (1300 ) toward the
center of the Gulf to their night steaming area. from which they intended
to retum to conduct their final day of the patrol the next morningo
II

CHRONOLOGY (all times HOTEL)
18 SEP

1916

HORTON and EDWARDS were in column at 2.000 yards, course
1300. speed 20 knotso

Visibility was 4 to 5 miles, sea

state I, with wind from the North West at SQ13 knotso

It

was a moonlit night, with scattered clouds obscuring 40 to
50'1 of the sky, and a dark cloud

obscuri~

part of the

horizoDo
1943

When in the vicinity of ISO 45'N. 106045 0E (about 45 miles
off the North Viet-Nam coast) MORTON and EDWARDS detected
a radar cODtact at 20,500 yards to the east

1950

(llS~)

The range had closed to 11,500, with the contact tracking
at 17 knots on course 213 0 0 The destroyers changed course
to the South to 1600 , and increased speed to 25 knots to
keep clear of the contacto

Almost immediately thereafter.

course was cha~ed further to the right to 2200
1952

0

MORTON plotted a definite turn toward by the contact, with

71;
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an increase in speed.

EDWARDS also had some indication of

turn toward. but not as marked as that plotted by MORTON.
1955

With the range to the contact

havi~

continued to close.

to about 7.800 yards. and "hydrophone effects" having been
reported on the port bow of the MORTON. the destroyers
turned further to the right to 280ot. after which the range
began to open.
2004

MalTON detected a second contact ahead and to the West of

the formation. at 29']G(T). 13.700 yards.

This contact

gave an initial indication of closing on a south
course at high speed.

easterly

£Post incident reconstruction

ap~

pears to indicate that this contact. a few minutes after
inititial detection. steadied down on a course of about
215, with a speed of about 20 knotl!T
2005

The destro,ars turned back to the South, to course 1600 •
to pass between the two contacts, and to clear the batteries
of both ships.

Following this turn, the range to the contact

on the East again began to close.
2014

The destroyers turned right to 1900 in view of the c10siug

range to the easterly target, now bearing 1390 (T} at about
9,700 yards from MORTON.
2016

!l>RTON fired a 5" warning round over the eastern contact.
~ote:

the post-incident reconstruction indicates that

this contact, about 5 minutes after the indication of a
turn toward the destro,ars noted earlier, turned back to
the South West and settled dONn on a generally consistent
3
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course of approximately 2100 •

Thus the destroyers, when

they changed course to 1600 to pass between the two Con~
o

tacts, and then to 190 , were actually closing the eastern
contact, rather than vice versa.]
2021

The range to the eastern contact having continued to close
[see note under 2016

abov~.

MORTON opened fire with her

5" battery on the order of CTU 77.6.6.
At about this time. EDWARDS fired a warning shot over
the contact to the West, (range undetermined, but probably
in the order of 15.000 yardt()

EDWARDS had the contact on

her fire control, but not surface search, radar.
2023*

CTU 77.6.6 reported to CINCPACFLT, OOHSEVEN'1'IIFLT. etc. in
plain language, by flash precedence. that he was "under
attack by 4 craft." and had tum all targets under fire.
with one believed hit.

2025

~

77.6.6

l8/l223Z1

EDNAiDS opened fire on the eastern contact, bearing about

2700 (T), range about 11,000 yards.
From this time until about 2155. the destroyers proceeded in formation at speeds varying flOm 20 to 30 knots
and on south westerly courses, between the two contacts.
MORTON fired periodically on the contact to the East, with
EDWARDS firing on the contact to the West.
At about 2155, the destroyers turned to the South East

* All

times of reports, etc. throughout this chronology are the Date Time

Group times and will, of course, vary from the actual time of transmission
to an unknown extent.
4

and picked up several other contacts closiDg their track
from the North at speeds of 18 to 30 knots.

Waming

shots were fired at each. and, with the range continuing
to close, two were taken under fire.
Unlike the initial two contacts, however. the subsequent contacts picked up during the destroyers' run to
the southwest persisted for only short periods.

~ith

respect to the two which were fired upon, their short
duration could, of course. have been the result of

hit~

The CPA of any contact was about 3,200 yards, on one

contact held briefly by EDWARDS.

Generally, however, the

CPA was substantially greater.
A more graphic picture of the track of the two

de~

stroyers with their contacts, warning shots and firing
points may be gained from attachments 1 and 2.

Detailed

cCIUl'ses and speed changes are not included, but may be
ascertained from large scale reconstructions made by the
Operations Division.
2029

CTU 71.6. requested air caver (CTU 77.606

2050

COHSEVERrHFLT received the initial flash precedence

18/l229Z)
un~

classified report of attack.
2137

All firing ended, a period of one hour am 25 minutes

having elapsed sinee the first wamiDg shot by

MORTON.

The destroyers continued on an easterly course to clear

the DRV coast, which they bad closed to within about
20 miles.
5
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No torpedo attack on either destroyer were abserved
during the incident, nor was there any solid eVidence of
enemy gunfire.

Two wakes paralleling tbat of the EDWARDS

were noted by a CAP aircraft from BON HOMME RICHARD, at
about 2115.

No definite, confirmed visual contacts were

made, though glimpses of surface contacts were believed
to have been gained by some eyewitnesses aboard the destroyers.

Hitson 4 contacts were believed to have been

observed on the fire coDtrol radars of both destroyers,
with 3 or 4 targets considered to bave been sunk, based
on such observations, with subsequent fading or disappearaace of the targets.

No ezplosions or fires were

observed on any target.
Possib Ie light to severe jlJllllling of the fire control
radars was noted during the early part of the incident,
uDtil about 2105.

A possible skin head radar was de-

tected by ECH during the latter balf of the engagement.
Some Fire Control Director contacts were detected
closer in than the DRT plotted contacts, from time to
time. but these resulted in no significant pattern.
MORTON fired 56 5" and 128 3" rounds.

EDWARDS fired

152 5" aDd 36 3" rounds.
2155

COMSEygTHFLT received from eTU

n .6.6 a flash unclassified

report of having taken under fire a new target to the South
of the original firing area. (CTU 77.6.6

l8/l337Z)

6
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2209

COMSEVEN'l'HFLT urged CTU 77 .6.6 to collect "any and all
evidence of attack," submitting a detailed situation
report as soon as possible.

2233

COMSEVENTHFLT ordered CTG 77.6 to send one watchdog

de~

stroyer to the area of engagement to search for evidence
of the attack, and to have RECCE aircraft over the area

at first light to assist in the search and to cover
probable retirement tracks.
He ordered CTG 76.6, UNODIR, to resume the DESOTO Patrol
as previously planned.

£The previous plan called for the

destroyers to return to the Patrol track at daylight on
the 19th, at a specified point on the track]
2244

COMSEVENTHtLT received a very brief flash SITREP from CTU
77.6.6, which covered in general terms the opening of the
incident.

No

data on ranges,

beari~s,

visual

sight1~s.

speeds of contacts, etc. was subnitted (CTU 77 .6.6

l8/l327Z-

2l26H)
2255

COlISEVENTHFLT received a flash order from CINCPACFLT to make
all preparations for possible reprisal air attacks to take
place after daylight the next morning (CINCPACFLT l8/l43lZ _
223lH)

2317

COlISEVENTHFLT requested, by flash precedence, CTU 77 0606
to provide ASAP
(a) Assesment of type of contacts
(b) Verification of radar or visual
(c) Range of first contact
7
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(d) CPA of targe ts
(e) Targe t react ion
(f) Targe t speed befor e and after the tum to starb oard.
CTU 77.6. 6 was order ed to searc h for eVidence of attac k,
repor ting findIn gs tmme diatel y. and to pursu e and ident ify
conta cts.
2323

COMSEVENl'IIFLT receiv ed CINCPACFLT ID111ediat e message advis ing
that the POL at HAIPHONG was the most likely targe t if reprisa ls were order ed (CPF 18/1454% - 22558 ).

2330

COHSEVEIiITIlFLT receiv ed CINCPACFLT flash message statin g,
"Impe rative that we estab Ush beyond any doubt ASAP fact
that DESOTO Patro l was overt ly attack ed •••• " (CPF 18/1514Z
_
2314H).

2342

CTU 77.6.6 made flash SITREP cover ing entir e incid ent, but
very brief ly and in insuf ficien t detai l to p~t reconst ructio n, and, most impo rtantl y, not estab lishin g
whether or not the destro yers had in fact been attack ed.
(CTU 77.6. 6 18/1542Z) TOR* 19/02 458.

2348

CTC 77.6 order ed RUPERTUS from watchdog statio n to assis t
!l)RTON and EDWARDS in searc h for evide nce of attac k, in
respo nce to C7F 18/1433Z - 2233H (CTC 77.6

2352

18/1548Z)

COMSBVENTHFLT order ed CTGs 77.7, 77.6 and 77.4 to revi ew
strik e plans for HAIPHONG POL and PHUC YEN A.F. revis ing
deck loadin g to achie ve JD8Ximum strike capab Uity.

77.4

!n RANGER was order ed to close POINT YANKEE at best speed .

--- --- --- --- --

*AII TORs in the chron ology are TORs by COMSEVENTHFLT
8
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77.6 was directed to coordinate strike if a reprisal was
ordered.
2354

CINCPACFLT, by flash precedence, informed COMSEVENTIIFLT
that "we must have answers" to question relatill! to whether
or not there had been an intentional attack on the destrayers.

(CPF 18/1SS4Z) lOR by C7F was 19/0009H.

19 SEP
0003

COHSEVENrHFLT alerted all 7th Fleet Task Force and Task
Group Conmanders to the '1"OHKIB Gulf incident.

0010

CTG

n.6 ordered aircraft from CONSTBu.ATION to be over

engagement area at OSlSH [first
0015

{C7F 18/l603Z}

ligh~

to search for evidence.

COYSEVENrHFLT received immediate message from CINCPACFLT
directing that RANGER be sent to POINl YANKEE (CPF 18/1S49Z _
2349H).

lj:XlHSEVENTHFLT, however, had anticipated this order.

by his action of l8/23S2H.]
0102

COMSEVENTHFLT, by flash message, advised CTU

n .6.6,

"If

there is any doubt in your mind that you did in fact
encounter surface targets, new is the time to admit same.
Otherwise every shred of evidence should be forwarded
tmmediate1y." He was also advised that the DESOTO Patrol
would continue as
0111

8Cheduled~7F

l8/l702Z}

JCS flashed that. except to protect life. all DEsorO messages
were to be classified (JCS 18/1711Z) TOR - 0134H.

0122

CTC

n.7

reported that BON HOMME RICHARD CAP pilot had

observed two wakes parallel to that of EDWARDS at l8/2llSH.
Pilot also saw gun flashes from EDWARDS but observed no
9
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hits (CTG 77.7
0159

l8/l722Z - TOR 0202H).

CINCPAC. by iDmediste precedence to CINCPACFLT. asked a
number of further questions as to wakes, photos, ECM.
sightings, fire control lock-ons, and whether or not the
targets could have been a flock of birds.

(CP l8/l759Z).

TOR 0505 (over 3 hours).

0224

CTU 77.6.6, in answer to COMSEVENrHFLT's advice to admit
doubt if it existed, stated that he had no doubt that
surface contacts had been encountered.

(CTU 77.6.6

l8/l824Z)

This flash message was not received by COMSEVENTHFLT until
0430H, over two hours later than its DTG.
0227

CINCPACFLT advised COMSEVENTHFLT, by flash toot he "required
positive evidence of attack and that urgency of yowr reply
camot be over emphasized."

0254

COMSEVENTIIFLT received CTG

(CPF l8/l827Z).

n .6.6

TOR

0240H.

summary SITREP described

under l8/2342H entry in the chronology.
0334

CINCPAC, by iDmediate precedence, directed CINCPACFLT to
modify DESOTO Patrol schedule as to starting point on the
Patrol track that same morning.

(CP l8/l934Z.

TOR

19/0415H)

From this point, throughout the morning, a most confusing series of directives relating to the resumption of
the DESOTO Patrol ensued.

It will be recalled that the

de~

stroyers had been ordered to conduct the patrol as previously
scheduled.

This required their departure from the area of

engagement at about 0615.

At 0437, the JCS. by message

l8/2037Z (immediate) ordered CINCPAC to further vary the
10
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Patrol as to sequence of points on the predetermined track
(TOR 0647).

At 0452. CINCPACFtr by message l8/2052Z

(Immediate) ordered COMSEVENTHFLr to take the 0334 CINCPAC
message for action (TOR 0543).

cru

At 0601. CTG 77.6 ordered

77.6.6 UNODIR. to return to the Patrol at 1200. vice

0615 (TOR 0635).

At 0605. CINCPAC directed CINCPACFLr. by

immediate precedence. to cancel the CINCPAC 0334 message in
view of the 0437 JCS message.

(rat 09l4Z).

At 0758. the

JCS canceled their 0437 message, and ordered the patrol to
proceed with a different sequence of Patrol points. and
with a CPA of 15 miles from the DRV coast line. retiring
one hour before suuset (Tal 0858).

At 0847 CINCPAC canceled

his 0605 message. directing compliance "as practicable" in
accordance with the 0758 JCS messase (rat 1l00).

At 1007.

CINCPACFLr directed, by flash precedence. COMSEVEN'rIIFLr to
comply with the CINCPAC 0847 messase (Tal 0956).

the

CINCPAC 0847 message was sent with immediate precedence.
however. and. as noted above. did not reach COMSEVENTHFLT
until 1100. over an hour later.

At 1050.

cru

77 .6.6 advised

that. by this time. he could not make the designated points
and still reach the point of teDRination by sunset, and that
he would coamence the Patrol at a point which would enable
him to do so (TOR 1243).

At 1118 CTG 77.6 directed

cru

77.6.6

to comply with the CINCPAC 0847 messase, and stressed that
the teminal point should be cleared one hour before sunset
(TOR 1l4l).

At 1203,

cru

77 .6.6. who had commenced his
11
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return from the engagement area at 1000, advised as to the
point he would intercept the patrol track. and his intended
speed of 29 knots.

(TOR 1340).

At 1208 COMSEVENTHFLr

directed CIG 71.6.6 to comply with the latest CINCPAC directive, proceeding at a 20 knot SOA.

At 1310, CTU 77.6.6

advised COMSEVElttHFLT that he was cODlllitted prior to receipt
of the COMSEVEllTHFLT 1208 message, and had to make 29 knots
to reach terminal point on time. referring to his 1203
_ss88e, which had not reached COMSEVENTHFLT until 1340.
The above sequence is isolated from the remainder of

the chronology, and presented separately in the thought
that it may be of interest fDlm a CODlll51d 5ld control point
of view.
0349

CINCPACFLT, by flash precedence. advised COMSEVENllIFLT that
in the event a reprisal was ordered, SEVENrIlFLT targets were
to be HAIPOORG POL, plus armed RECCE of HAIPHONG CAT DI airfield.

Other instructions as to flak suppression, etc. were

alven. with a time over target to be about 1200 (CPF 18/1947Z).
TOR was 0445
0400

CTU 71.6.6 reported RUPERTUS in area assisting in search and
recOlllDended that RUPERTUS join MORTON and EDWARDS on DESarO
leaving area at 0615, rather than being left alone in area.
Tea 0542Z

0430

COMSEVENTHFLT received the CTU 71.6.6 message expressing "no
doubt" as to presence of surface contacts, sent at (or having
a DIG of) 0224. over two hours earlier.
12
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0505

COHSEVENTIIFLT directed C'l'G 77.6 to take the CINCPACFLT 0349
target assignment message for action (C7F lS/2l05Z)

0525

CTU 77.6.6 reported that he waa conducting search with aid
of RUPERTUS and 3 aircraft, but was hampered by frequent
rain squalls.

(CTU 77.6.6

lS/2l25Z).

This message was

sent by iDmediate precedence, and was not received by
COHSEVENTHFLT until 1521.
0613

CINCPACFLT, superceding the target assignment of 0349. assigned
as new targets the VlNU Army Supply and BEN THUI Port Facility.
requestiqg the submission ASAP of a plan. including time from
launch to TOT for each target.
/1tote:

(CPF lS/22l3Z).

TOR was 0635.

If the TOT still to be about 1200, less than

5\ hours

remained at this point;]
0625

CHO, directly to

cm

77 .6, addressed by flash message a number

of speCific questions regardiqg hydrophone effects, verification of hits, fire contzol lock-ons and phospberescence
in water (CNO lS/2225Z).

ClNCPACFLT readdressed the message

to COHSEVENTHFLT for information.
0640

TOR 0903.

CNO, again direct to 77.6 and wi tbout COMSEVENTHFLT as information addressee, asked by fla·sh _asage more questions
as to radar performance, correlation between contacts held
by each ship. etc.

The readdressal by ClNCPACFLT was re-

ceived at 090S.
0643

ClNCPACFLT, by iDmediate precedence. address ed additional
specific requests to CTU 77.6.6 relating to hydrophone effects,

weath~.

ECH etc.

(CPF l8/2243Z).
13
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0955

CTU 77.6.6 reported by immediate precedence. that 2/3 of
the area had been searched with negative result s, and that
he was depart! ng to res tIDe DESO'!'O Patrol at 1000 (CTU 77.6.6
19/0l55Z).

1008

TOR 1501

CINCPACFLT advised erG 77.6 that the reporting of the incident had been "entirely unsatisfactory."

(CPF 19/0208Z).

TOR 1052.

1034

CINCPACFLT directed CTU 77.6.6 by immediate precedence, to
submit direct to CNO, by 20/1000Z (18008 of the next day).
sufficient data to permit complete and accurate reconstruction.

1448

(CPF 19/02341).

'!'OR 1216.

CINCPACFLT by flash message informed CTU 77.6.6 that the
above information was required to reach CNO 24 hours earlier.
or at 1800 of this same day.

1520

TOR 1510.

CTU 7706.6 answered CNOs earlier questions of 0640 (CTU
77.6.6

1541

(CPF 19/0648Z).

19/07201)

CTC 71 0 6 reported that the search of the area had been
completed with negative results

(CTU 77.6

19/0741Z)

'!'OR

1622.
1547

CTC 77.6 concurred with CINCPACFlXS 1008 message that the
reporting was "entirely unsatisfactory." and gave certain
communication equipment defeciencies. etc. as partial reasons therefor.

1631

(CTU 77.6

19/0755).

'!'OR 1715.

CINCPACFLT informed the JCS that the search had been
p1eted at 1100 with negative results.

COllI<>

(CPF 19/0831Z).

14
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1929

CTG 77.6 advised CINCPACFLT that the reply to his 1034
request for complete data is "now being transmitted" (CTU
77.6

2057

19/1129Z).

CINCPACFLT informed CTG 77.6 that the requested data referred to above had still not been received (CPF 19/1257Z).

2205

CTU 77.6 commenced submittiDS his detailed data, in 14
parts. the times of receipt by COHSEVENTIlFLT of the various
parts beiDS as follows:

20 SEP

Part 1 - 0012

8 - 0158

2 - 0049

9 - 0341

3 - 0059

10 - 0135

4 - 0106

11 - 0136

5 - 0117

12 - 0113

6 - 0442

13 - 0234

7 - 0148

14 - 1232
III

CONCLUSION
The abave chronology presents an incident which would

seen to afford a rich source for study in four areas:
(a) Surface target tracking and identification.
(b) Incident and engagement reportiD8o
(c) CQDlunication equipment and procedures in situations
similar to those encountered by the DES01D Patrolo
(d) CODIBnd and Control philosophy and methodology.
The incident affords an excellent real life situation in

which problems involving all four of the above areas are
graphically illustrated.

The opportunity to analyze these

areas. and to evolve appropriate answers, should not be missedo
15
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